48                                           ATTRACTIONS.                                   [ART. 96
Taking  the particle m apart from the rest of the matter, its
potential at P is Vl — m/r}
where              r2 = (x — |)2 + (y — ^)2 + (z — f )2..................(l).
Since
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Adding these three expressions and remembering equation (1)
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we find                     \ 0- + -T-T-T + '^ »• = u.
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Let now F be the potential of the whole attracting matter at P. Then, since F is the sum of the potentials of the several particles,
it immediately follows that ^7— 4- ^rr + %T = 0«
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In this investigation we have assumed that the point P does not coincide with any one of the attracting particles.   If it did the meaning of the potential of that particle would require some further consideration.    The theorem has therefore been proved to be i true only for a point external to the attracting matter.    It will be | presently shown that the right-hand side is not zero when the? attracted particle forms a part of the attracting mass.
Laplace's equation is a differential equation which must be satisfied by the potential of every body at all points not occupied by attracting matter. If a general solution of the equation could be found, that solution would comprise within its compass the potential and therefore the component attractions of all bodies.
Laplace's function ^-^ + -^-^ + ^-^   is  often written  in the A
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abbreviated form VaF.
\X 96.   When Jfche law of attraction is the inverse *th power of the distance we have VK=—=-S —, (Art. 43).   We may then prove that
K — 1       fK~~ 1
When therefore the potentials of a body at an external point P are known functions of the coordinates of P for the laws of the inverse cube and the inverse fourth power, this theorem enables us to find by simple differentiation the potentials of the same body for any higher inverse power. [Jellett, Brit. Assoc., Dublin 1857.]

